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From the Principal
There have been a few incredibly sad moments this term with the
loss of two of our parents (Deb Lagden and Belinda Meller) who
passed away after long battles with cancer; and the sudden passing
of one of our students, Faith, who died suddenly from an aggressive
brain tumour. I know these losses impact on us as a community and
bring us closer together as a collective. We remember how much we
need each other.
Term 3 is always the busiest term for our ANSS teachers.
Assessments, assessments and then more assessments! This is
such an important part of our work in establishing what we teach and
how we teach it; the outcome being great learning opportunities for
our students.
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we need
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Our Review To Improve (RTI) meetings have evolved over the year. In Term 4 we are investing
in a huge array of readers for our students. If you are interested in your child having a reader for
home use, please contact your child’s teacher.
Maggie Moore, one of our long-serving School Services
Officers (SSOs) decided to take an early retirement this term.
Maggie’s outstanding contribution to both Elizabeth Special
School and Adelaide North Special School will be greatly
missed by staff and students alike.
The Term 2 assemblies were a huge hit with students and
families, with Term 3 assemblies about to occur this week.
The Niagara Therapy donation was an amazing and
generous gift to our students. The equipment is now available
for classes to access. The red massage chair has become a
popular item in the school library.
Works are about to begin on the Senior Active and Passive
play areas. A new concrete track and expanse of grass and
trees will make these areas look stunning and inviting for our students.
I’d like to wish you all a wonderful holiday. Keep safe and see you in a couple of weeks.
Best wishes,
Byron

Junior Primary
Lidia Reveruzzi

Books are an integral part of teaching and
learning within the classroom, supporting all
curriculum areas. Through books different
concepts are taught. This term our theme
for Shared Reading is linked to Maths
concepts of location (position words) and
transformation. Through books like We’re
Going on a Bear Hunt, Along a Long Road,
Where’s the Gold? alongside hands on
learning activities, it has been engaging
and meaningful for the students. We also
created a class book called Where is
everyone? which the students enjoyed
making and reading.

Where is everyone?

Dacoda is
sitting in front of
the whiteboard.

As part of literacy, students enjoy Shared
Reading every day and engage in selfselected reading. Every week our class
visits the school library to support the class
learning program, where students select
books that they want to explore and read.
Students become super heroes in the
library exploring books and having books
read to them. Students find a comfortable
spot in the library to a sit and explore their
chosen book(s). Books are magical and
through books we all learn.

Primary
Di Abfalter

Alternate weeks see Di / Rebecca’s class
come together with other classes in the
Primary Unit for Fruity Friday.
Students sit together in the middle area and
are given the opportunity to practise their
social skills, be introduced to and enjoy tasting
a variety of fruits. Strawberries, pineapple,
watermelon and grapes are firm favourites,
however cherry tomatoes, kiwi fruit and mango
have also been felt, smelt and eaten!!!
It is a gratifying feeling for staff to witness our
students enjoying time to mingle together in a
meaningful way, and savour a fruit snack at
the same time.

Food is the ingredient that binds
us together.
People who love food are always
the BEST people.
Julia Child

Middle Years
Dianne Newell

Dianne's class has been working on learning about
money and shopping through the Clarke Road Money
Program.

It’s good to have money and
the things that money can buy,
but it’s good, too, to check up
once in a while and make sure
that you haven’t lost the things
that money can’t buy.
George Lorimer

Once a week we walk to the shops. We then
independently find our chosen shopping items from
our shopping list before using the self service
checkouts and independently pay for our items.
To extend student learning we also work with
catalogues at school. We do a range of activities to
classify various types of foods into different columns
as well as sort items according to price.

Middle Years
Darren Bradshaw

Cooking lessons are always a favourite
time of the week in our class, and what
a great lifelong skill for us all to have.
We start our lessons with youtube
videos of the day’s dish, then talk about
the skills we need to focus on as well as
safe cooking practices. The main skills
we are learning include how to cut,
chop, mix, stir, grate, spread and
dissolve; skills that can be transferred
from one dish to another.
Then it's time to jump into action.
Everyone gets a turn, and while some
may be a little cautious at first, by the
time we are finished we have all
successfully mastered that day's skill.
We also learn how to cook safely—how
to use a hot pan without hurting
ourselves, how to use a knife without
cutting ourselves, and the importance of
cleaning up any spills so we don't slip.

You
don't
need a
silver
fork
to eat
good
food.
Paul
Prudhomme

Then comes the best part… eating, and food
always tastes better when we've made it
ourselves! Some of the tasty treats we've
prepared this year include pancakes, fairy
bread, pasta bolognese, hot cross buns,
chocolate mousse, cupcakes, pudding,
sandwiches, frankfurts in a blanket, and
muffin pizzas. Who doesn't love good food!

Pathways

If you
have
good food,
people will
come to
your
restaurant.

Tenielle Fryer

At the end of Term 3, Pathways
Class 3 went on an excursion to the
Old Spot Markets and Carisbrooke
Park. We caught the Adelaide
Metro bus and walked to the
markets.

Mickey Gilley

After we separated into two small
groups, we purchased the fresh
ingredients we needed to make
minestrone soup—zucchini, celery,
carrots, baby spinach, onion, garlic
and a loaf of bread.
After our shopping experience, we
walked through the tunnel to
Carisbrooke Park where we
stopped for recess and enjoyed
some time to play.
Soon after, we used the walking
trails to soak up the sunshine, as
we watched the ducks and different
types of birds. It was a very long
way back to the bus stop after so
much walking!
The following day, we prepared the
minestrone soup and enjoyed it with
bread for lunch.

R-12 Unit Primary
Penny James

Book Week is a big event in our class and we spend a lot of time reading and discussing
the nominated books. We identify features of books, predict what might happen and
provide opinions about the texts. We also visit the school library to look for other
interesting books. This year we made a display of our favourite books and shared the
texts with others. Reading is our Secret Power!

A book is a gift you can open again and again.
Garrison Keillor
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